Appendix 2 Schedule of changes to the consultation draft Trees and Development SPD
(Additions to the text are shown underlined, deletions are crossed through)
New para / Change
Figure no.
1.2

This SPD will be used as a material consideration in the determination of planning applications and, therefore,
will be considered by Council Officers and Elected Members as part of their assessment of planning applications. It
will be considered alongside other design guidance such as Design Codes for development areas.

4.3

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) contains a number of policies where trees are relevant.
Specifically, paragraphs 170, 171 and 175 relate to trees. Of particular importance is paragraph 131, which provides
justification for this SPD. In addition, paragraphs 174, 175 and 180 relate to trees. On a broader note, trees also have
potential to be relevant with regards to paragraphs 8, 20, 28, 180 and 181.

5.1

Eastleigh’s urban forest – all public and privately-owned trees within the district area Borough of Eastleigh –
delivers multiple benefits. Traditionally, trees are seen as having a role in the aesthetic of place, helping new
developments blend into existing areas. While this function is important, the urban forest provides trees provide
numerous other benefits contributing to the quality of life of Eastleigh’s residents, and to the Borough of Eastleigh as a
whole.

5.2

Paragraph moved from 5.3 to 5.2 and text added to end of paragraph – ‘The emerging Sustainable Drainage
Systems (SuDS) SPD provides further guidance on the implementation of SuDS in the borough’.

5.3

Text moved from paragraph 5.4 to 5.3:
The urban forest provides Trees provide habitat and biodiversity, and increased contact between residents and
wildlife. Health benefits, such as stress relief and mental wellbeing, are provided by the urban forest and an active
lifestyle associated with recreation amongst trees.

5.4

Text moved from paragraph 5.5 to 5.4:
Finally, the urban forest increases trees increase social activity, improves community cohesion, and creates a

New para / Change
Figure no.
sense of place. The visual nature of trees, through their structure and design, generates positive emotional responses
and provides aesthetically pleasing urban environments.
5.5

Text moved from paragraph 5.2 to 5.5:
In July 2019, Eastleigh Borough the Council declared a Climate Change and Environmental Emergency. This
recognised the impact of climate crisis on nature and that nature must be a key part of climate mitigation and
adaptation strategies. One of the actions identified to support this is strengthening the Council’s position on tree
replacement planting. As part of the Climate and Environmental Emergency programme, the Council has also
committed to planting 160,000 trees in the borough by 2030 and is creating has created a tree nursery to supply
locally grown trees.

6.2

The urban forest has Trees have the ability to provide a significant proportion of benefits derived from green
infrastructure and, thus, the development and maintenance of a healthy urban forest is critical to the sustainability of a
region’s green infrastructure.

11.1

Applicants must submit the necessary arboricultural and landscape documents as listed within the local validation list
with an application. Failure to do so may result in non-validation of an application or delays in determination. For
further advice about what information about the landscape design developers regarding the information applicants
should submit with a planning application please refer to the Landscape Checklist for New Development in Hampshire
and the Isle of Wight which is available on the council’s website (Appendix 5) and British Standard 5837:2012, Annex
B. Eastleigh Borough Council’s Local List for Validation should also be consulted.

11.2

For applications where there will be a visual impact on the landscape, where landscape is proposed (either in
replacement or additional tree planting), or where trees are either proposed to be removed or could be impacted by
the development, applicants must supply, as part of the application, a Tree Survey, an Arboricultural Impact
Assessment, an Arboricultural Method Statement, and landscape design, specification, management and
maintenance plans. In addition, there may be tree-related ecological documents that are required (please see
Biodiversity SPD).

New para / Change
Figure no.
13.4

The Council expects that existing trees are retained. Applicants must consider tree retention as a high priority and at
the earliest point in the design stages. It will be necessary to demonstrate that tree retention has been fully considered
as part of the planning process.

14.3

If it is obvious the Council considers it is clear that pre-emptive tree removal has occurred, the Council will seek
suitable replacement trees as part of any planning process, thereafter, as per the Appendix 1 – Tree Replacement
Policy (Appendix 1).

15.3

Development layouts must be designed to ensure that retained trees are able to grow and mature in the space
provided, both above and below ground, taking into account utilities, sightlines, lighting, structures and all other
elements of the scheme. The Council will consider space and post-development pressure when considering
applications (see also sections 18 and 42).

17.1

Buildings and hard surfacing within the Root Protection Areas (RPA) of trees – the minimum area around a tree
deemed to contain sufficient roots and rooting volume to maintain the tree’s viability – can damage roots, by
severance and physical damage or by inhibiting water infiltration and gaseous exchange.

18.2

Applicants should locate all services outside of RPAs to prevent root damage. Dedicated service runs should be
incorporated within the design and detailed within submitted arboricultural documents. Early engagement with service
providers is, therefore, essential. Where it has been demonstrated that there is no alternative to services within RPAs,
any work must be undertaken in accordance with the National Joint Utilities Group recommendations and be
supervised by a suitably qualified person.

19.1

Trees in, or adjacent to, the highway are highly visible and contribute a proportionally greater level of visual
amenity to the local area, as well as being better located close to certain sources of pollution, such as vehicle
generated particulate matter to provide maximum ecosystem service provision.

19.2

The provision of site access, roads and driveways should be placed to minimise the need to remove trees and
hedges for sightlines. Applicants should not seek the removal of trees as a first step to achieve sightlines.

New para / Change
Figure no.
Collaborative working with suitable highway specialists, the Local Highways Authority and the Council is
recommended to avoid unnecessary tree loss.
21

Key point 3. The Council expects applicants to demonstrate that tree retention has been fully considered as part of the
planning process. Only where there is exceptional justification, as clearly evidenced by applicants, will tree removals
be considered. In cases where tree removals are unavoidable and considered justified, the Council will expect
applicants to submit proposals for the addition of new trees, as per the Tree Replacement Policy contained in
Appendix 1, and a ten-year maintenance plan for their establishment period.

22.2

Ancient and Veteran trees are afforded high levels of protection within planning policy and standing advice. NPPF
paragraph 175c 180c states that: “development resulting in the loss or deterioration of irreplaceable habitats (such as
ancient woodland and ancient or veteran trees) should be refused…”.

23.1

Along with individual ancient and veteran trees, trees may occur as a part of larger habitats, such as woodland or
wood pasture, that may carry other ecological designations or protections. Designations such as Sites of Importance
for Nature Conservation (SINCs), Priority Habitats and ancient and semi-natural woodland (ASNW), PAWS will require
additional protection.

24

Key point 4. Proposals which would have adverse impacts or destroy result in the loss of ancient or veteran trees, or
trees within other ecological designated areas, will not be permitted. The Council consider that tree replacement
planting to mitigate for proposed tree loss in this instance is not acceptable.

26.1

Planning conditions may be used to secure further or actions post approving the development. Some conditions may
require the submission of details which at the time of the decision may be difficult to establish when additional
information must be provided after determination. Commonly this would be in connection with an Arboricultural Method
Statement and final landscape details, where heads of terms may have been submitted and agreed, but further detail
is then required pre-commencement.

New para / Change
Figure no.
30.2

No deviation from the approved plans can be made without the written agreement of the Council. Engagement with
the Council is essential so as to determine the most suitable process. This may be through formal amendment of the
permission by variation of condition or a non-material minor amendment. Where the tree is additionally protected by a
Tree Preservation Order (TPO), a TPO application may be required.

32.2

Applicants must provide suitable replacement tree planting for all trees removed in line with the Tree Replacement
Policy (Appendix 1), regardless of BS 5837 categorisation. Where replacement trees have been agreed, these will be
in direct compensation for trees removed and will not be double counted for other purposes.

36.1

Added to end of paragraph:
NOTE: The accompanying diagrams set out acceptable street layouts in terms of street trees: all other design aspects
shown are illustrative. Current design advice from HCC should always be sought on land to be adopted as highway.
Whilst tree cover should be maximised, tree and soft landscape planting should be designed with due consideration to
visibility splays and general highway safety.

36.2.1

Be designed as boulevards able to accommodate large species of trees, preferably utilising semi-mature stock, on
both sides of the highway at a maximum of 10 metre spacing, preferably utilising semi-mature stock;

36.2.2

Where the route passes through existing or proposed development or significant areas of hard standing be Be flanked
on both sides of the highway by a minimum of 3 metre soft landscape zone incorporating trees and SuDS features –
techniques for holistically managing water runoff onsite to reduce the quantity, and increase the quality, of surface
water that drains into sewers from a development (e.g. rain gardens); and

36.2.3

Delete bullet point 36.2.3.
Be designed to ensure that new tree planting is not sacrificed to accommodate forward visibility or sightline standards.

New para / Change
Figure no.
Figure 1

Figure 1: Illustration of an acceptable street tree layout on a Strategic Route
Diagram in consultation draft SPD to be deleted:

New para / Change
Figure no.
Amended diagram to be added:

36.3.1

Incorporate large trees species (medium sized may be acceptable, depending on the species and the context) using
preferably semi-mature stock, on either one side of the street, or, on alternate sides at maximum 10 metre spacing,
using preferably semi-mature stock. Bus routes and access roads with several side streets are, for example,
significant enough to require large trees; and

New para / Change
Figure no.
Figure 2

Figure 2: Illustration of an acceptable street tree layout on an Access Street
Diagram in consultation draft SPD to be deleted:

New para / Change
Figure no.
Amended diagram to be added:

New para / Change
Figure no.
Figure 3

Figure 3: Illustration of an acceptable street tree layout on a Neighbourhood Street
Diagram in consultation draft SPD to be deleted:

New para / Change
Figure no.
Amended diagram to be added:

New para / Change
Figure no.
Figure 4

Figure 4: Illustration of an acceptable street tree layout on an Active Travel Corridor
Diagram in consultation draft SPD to be deleted:

New para / Change
Figure no.
Amended diagram to be added:

36.7

New paragraph added:
The Highways Authority in Eastleigh Borough is Hampshire County Council. Further information on the Highway
Authority’s position in connection with new and existing street tree provision can be found their Technical Guidance
Note 15 ‘Trees, Landscape and Ecology’(TG15) and should be considered by applicants.

New para / Change
Figure no.
40.2

Applicants should consider a diverse range of native and appropriate non-native tree species, within their schemes. All
major development must also include a least one large tree species. Consideration must also be given to Major
development applications must demonstrate how provenance and biosecurity have influenced the when sourcing of
proposed tree stock.

44.2

Where additional new trees are to be planted within areas of hard landscape, applicants should use proven, up-to-date
technical solutions to tree pit design in these areas. These solutions may also serve multiple purposes, such as storm
water management. For additional new trees the amount of soil volume required for the trees to successfully establish
and mature should be calculated and justified.

Appendix
1

Delete alternative arrangements section:
4. Alternative Arrangements
4.1. Where the applicant has demonstrated that the addition of the required tree replacements cannot be
realistically accommodated on the development site, the Council will consider a monetary payment, as part of
section 106 agreement, so that the required trees can be planted on land close-by. This trigger will be
considered on a case-by-case basis.
4.2 In these cases, the Council will expect the applicant to carry out a Capital Asset Value for Amenity Trees
(CAVAT) assessment of the trees proposed for removal. This CAVAT assessment will be considered as part of
the planning application.
Renumber ‘Notes’ section - 5. 4. Notes and subsequent paragraphs 5.1-5.3 4.1-4.3

